
The Feeling of Greatness: Embracing the
Extraordinary Legacy of Moe Norman
Moe Norman: A Golfing Enigma

Moe Norman was not just a golfer; he was an enigmatic figure who defied
conventions and left an indelible mark on the sport. Born in Kitchener,
Ontario, in 1929, Norman developed a unique and unconventional swing
that became the subject of fascination and debate for decades to come.
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Known affectionately as "Pipeline Moe" for his unusual backswing that
resembled a pipeline, Norman's swing defied the orthodox techniques
taught by golf instructors. He gripped the club with an interlocking reverse
overlap, kept his wrists straight, and had an extremely exaggerated
backswing that reached almost parallel to the ground. Despite its
unorthodox appearance, Norman's swing produced astonishing results.
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A Swing of Precision and Power

Norman's swing was a marvel of precision and power. He could hit the ball
with astonishing accuracy and incredible distance, often outdriving
opponents who used more conventional techniques. His ball-striking was
so consistent that he rarely missed a fairway or green, and his ability to
shape shots with precision was unparalleled.

Norman's swing became the subject of intense study and speculation. Golf
experts analyzed his every move, trying to understand the secrets of his
extraordinary ability. Some believed that his unorthodox technique gave
him an advantage, while others dismissed it as simply a personal
idiosyncrasy.

The Road to Greatness

Despite his exceptional talent, Norman's path to greatness was not easy.
He faced numerous challenges throughout his career, including personal
struggles and financial difficulties. He never won a major championship, but
he achieved considerable success on the Canadian Tour and the PGA
Tour.

Norman's unique swing and unconventional approach made him an
outsider in the world of golf. He was often misunderstood and criticized, but
he remained true to his own path. He believed that his swing was the most
natural and efficient way to hit a golf ball, and he refused to compromise his
beliefs.

A Legacy of Inspiration

Moe Norman's legacy extends far beyond his tournament victories. He
became an inspiration to countless golfers, both professional and amateur.



His unconventional approach challenged the established norms of the
game and showed that there is more than one way to achieve greatness.

Golfers who studied Norman's swing and incorporated elements into their
own games saw significant improvements in their accuracy and distance.
His teachings influenced a generation of players, including PGA Tour stars
such as Mike Weir and David Duval.

The Feeling of Greatness

In his book, "The Feeling of Greatness: The Moe Norman Story," author
Jim McLean delves into the life and legacy of this extraordinary golfer.
McLean examines Norman's unique swing, his personal struggles, and the
profound impact he had on the game of golf.

Through interviews with Norman's friends, family, and golfing
contemporaries, McLean paints a vivid portrait of a complex and fascinating
character. He explores the challenges Norman faced, the determination he
displayed, and the enduring legacy he left behind.

"The Feeling of Greatness" is an inspiring and insightful account of a true
golf legend. It is a testament to Norman's unwavering belief in his own
unique approach and the power of perseverance.
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